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ABSTRACT

WHY STUDY β PICTORIS?

The young A6 V star β Pictoris shows variable, velocity-shifted absorptions in
the Ca II H & K lines, which are attributed to infalling, evaporating, comet-like
bodies (exocomets).

It is suggested that the organic molecules essential for the initiation of life on
Earth may have been brought by infalling comets early in the history of the Solar
System. It is thus of great interest to study comets surrounding young stars.

We have analyzed Ca II H & K absorptions in β Pictoris obtained with the 1.0metre telescope at the University of Canterbury Mt John Observatory, New
Zealand. Our data show a clear division of the exocomets into the two families
identified by Kiefer et al. (2014).

The young star β Pictoris is seen orbited by a warped edge-on debris disc of gas
and dust, as well as a massive planet. In order to gain insights into the
mechanisms of planetary system formation it is useful to study the properties,
behaviour and interaction of exocomets within this young planetary system.

The University of Canterbury Mt John University Observatory is at latitude 43 59.2’ S and longitude
170 27.9’ E and is 1031 m above sea level.

TWO FAMILIES OF EXOCOMETS?

OUR MT JOHN SPECTRA AND ANALYSIS

Using HARPS data acquired at ESO-La Silla between 2003 and 2011, Kiefer et al. (2014)
found that the comets divided into two families:
²One family is characterized by shallow, broader absorptions with a larger mean velocity
and velocity range, which the authors attribute to old comets which have been perturbed
into stargrazing orbits by mean motion resonances with a massive planet (Population “S”)
²The other family is characterized by deeper, narrower absorptions and a smaller mean
velocity and velocity range, which perhaps are related to recent fragmentation of one or a
few parent bodies (Population “D”).
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Figure 1: (Left) The normalized profiles of the Ca II H & K circumstellar absorptions created by the division
of the observed spectra by the reference profiles (dashed). (Right) Example of the simultaneous fitting of
Gaussian profiles to the normalized absorptions.

We have analyzed the Ca II H & K absorptions in almost 700 echelle spectra of β Pictoris from
1997-1998. A typical line profile and fitting procedure is shown in Figure 1 above. The four
fitting parameters which characterize each circumstellar absorption feature are: K depth (pK),
= H depth (pH), radial velocity (RV), and FWHM.

INTERPRETATION: TWO FAMILIES OF COMETS
In interpreting our fitted parameters we follow the analysis of Kiefer et al. (2014) and note that
the H and K depths (pK and pH) of each feature depend physically on A (the obscuring Ca+
cloud’s opacity, or absorption depth), as well as α = Σc / Σ* (the ratio of the area of the cloud Σc
over the area of the stellar disc Σ*). Exploring our sampled absorption events in the context of
this interpretation, we derive the plots shown in Figure 2 (a) to (d).
The characteristics of the two families of comets are clearly separated on these plots, with the
red points denoting the generally shallower absorptions of Kiefer et al.’s Population S, and the
blue points denoting their more tightly correlated population D.
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Population D clearly extends to shallower depths than the illustrated pK=0.5, but even at
pK=0.35 there are no features more than 50 km/s from the stellar radial velocity. The S/D
division is also seen in observations made in 1994-96 (Fig 3). The deep absorptions occur
clustered or in streams. There were virtually none in 1997, but there were concentrations in
1994 November, 1995 June-September, and 1998 July-August & December.
Kiefer et al. model the comet-star distance d at transit in terms of (pH, pK), resulting in a
restricted range of D-object transit distances. Assuming near-parabolic orbits, the observed
radial velocities then fix the orbital orientations, which have a restricted range because
the radial velocities are narrowly distributed. The D comets form a family of similar orbits,
perhaps related to the fragmentation of one or a few parent bodies.
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Figure 3: The Shallow/Deep division also appears in
earlier monitoring by Petterson & Tobin (1999) (cf. Figure 2(b)).
At that time, we were not able to monitor the H & K lines
simultaneously, so a Kiefer et al. analysis is not possible.

Figure 2: (a) Depth of absorption features, pK vs pH; (b) depth pK vs the radial velocity, RV; (c) Kiefer
et al. model analysis of (pH, pK) in terms of optical depth A, cloud/star area ratio, α, and cloud distance
d from the star at transit; (d) Cloud optical depth A vs the cloud/star area ratio, α.
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SUMMARY
We have analyzed the Ca II H & K absorptions in almost 700 spectra of β Pictoris obtained
with the 1.0-m telescope at the University of Canterbury Mt John Observatory. The
observations were made in 1997 & 1998 with very different temporal sampling from the
HARPS spectra reported by Kiefer et al. (2014).
Our data support the division of the comets into two families. The division is also seen in
earlier monitoring by Petterson & Tobin (1999). The deep absorptions occur in streams
that last for weeks, far exceeding the crossing time of individual comets.

